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Abstract: The aim of this study is to model and design an efficient wireless system that is easy to integrate with other technologies or infrastructures at a low cost. The system would read analogue information recorded by a biomedical sensor in a transmitting unit attached to the patient. The recorded data are converted digitally using analogue-to-digital converter and sent to frequency-shift keying (FSK) transmitter through field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Verilog-HDL has been used to implement the required functions of the FPGA, such as bus interfacing, data buffering, compression and data framing. On the other hand, Simulink® software has been used to model and simulate FSK transmitter/receiver architecture suitable for short-range communications. Basically, a two-tone FSK signal is generated and passed through a noisy channel, which is then downconverted to baseband and passed to the frequency-modulating detector to restore the original transmitted bit stream. These illustrate how easily the mixed signal modelling can be well mapped into hardware description language (HDL) and mathematical programming techniques. The developed simulation models are used to explore the design change options. The behavioural HDL design has been interfaced to the Simulink model using system generator in a co-simulation environment, and the overall performance has been verified.

1 Introduction

Home healthcare costs have increased by 400% in the last five years. Although hospital or nursing home care can be delivered at the patient’s home, professional services such as clinical and medication monitoring are still required. On the other hand, advancement in wireless and Internet technologies are developing rapidly and has opened new opportunities for the health services to reconsider the traditional model of patient care [1]. In the next 25 years, the global population over the age 65 would increase by 88% [2]. The challenge is to raise or at least maintain the present level of healthcare provision without ending up in an uncontrolled cost explosion. The increasing number of researchers and manufacturers who are working towards a new generation of wireless technology applications in the field of medicine has led to an improvement in the quality of patient care and also reduction in cost [3]. One of the areas in healthcare that best lend itself to wireless technology is patient monitoring, also known as wireless telemetry. By attaching a wireless monitoring device to the patient’s bedside or directly to the patient, physicians can monitor vital signs from down the hall to across the town. The most critical features of wearable health monitoring equipment are long battery life, lightweight and small dimensions [4]. Continuous monitoring during normal activity also requires that the device can be hidden to protect user’s privacy. In order to make the monitoring devices easily wearable and suitable for the patient, they need to be designed ergonomically. The equipment must also produce high-quality signals, be easy to wear and remove, robust and suitable for different environments and users, both males and females [5].

The aim of this work is to present a useful model that combines both hardware and software environments and achieves the described demands. The key features of the introduced models are low complexity, low power consumption and efficient data transmission. The main motive behind using a filed programmable gate array (FPGA) device to implement the digital part of the model is to have a ready platform for ASIC, which is the next stage of this research work. In addition, FPGA design is characterised to be configurable and can be upgraded any time, which is an attractive feature that cannot be obtained with any other fixed hardware microprocessors or digital signal processing (DSP) devices.

2 Basics of mixed simulation

In the design process of heterogeneous systems, different languages can be used to study the different subsystems. Mixed simulation is based on a distributed simulation approach allowing to validate the whole set of specifications at different stages of the design process [6]. Fig. 1 shows the different stages of the software and hardware designs and shows how different languages can be used (‘Matlab’ and ‘HDL’ codes). There are in fact two types of mixed simulation: the first one allows validation of the specifications...
without taking the temporal limitations of a given technology into account (level 1, Fig. 1). The second co-simulation level allows the simulation of the digital control including some properties of the technologies used. With this type of co-simulation, it is possible to check whether some of the constraints, like computation times, accuracy and propagation times (for FPGAs) are respected. The mixed simulation environment that is used involves the two domains that are discussed above. The two FPGA designs have interfaced efficiently with the RF Simulink models using system generator (Sysgen) tool that acts here as the converter simulator.

3 System generator (Sysgen) for co-simulation

Sysgen from Xilinx [7] has been developed to provide the capability of modelling and implementing high-performance DSP systems in FPGAs in a Simulink environment. It can automatically translate a DSP system developed using Matlab and Simulink into highly optimised hardware description models. In addition to the availability of the simulation libraries for high-level modelling and automatic code generation, Sysgen provides a high-speed hardware description language (HDL) co-simulation interfaced to the ModelSim simulator.

4 Modelling using Simulink® and Verilog-HDL

Earlier, Simulink has been used successfully to explore different system-level models for wireless transceivers. An application in utilising the communication toolbox is illustrated in [8]. The Simulink macro-models include the quadrature up/down converter with quadrature local oscillator [9–11] and double-quadrature up/down converter with passive quadrature generators [12, 13]. Other models have been developed to study some problems associated with these architectures, such as mismatch and synchronisation [14].

Verilog-HDL has been employed to develop both behavioural and hardware synthesisable models. The FPGAs, that contain programmable logic components and programmable interconnects devices are good tools to test and verify the functionality of the developed models [15]. FPGAs are based on flexible regular structures, which upon configuration can emulate both sequential and combinational logic circuits. These flexible structures contain four major types of blocks: the logic block, the interconnect structure, the connection block and the input/output (I/O) block. Recently, a wide scale of applications has been presented based on Verilog models, such as data acquisition systems for health monitoring [16], custom design processors and wireless systems [17, 18].

Little work has been done so far to investigate the benefits of having mixed environment simulation models. In [19], a new tool for rapid prototyping FPGAs in hybrid systems was developed using Simulink as a high-level description language in a flexible simulation environment. Another approach based on top–down mixed signal modelling was presented in [20]. In this approach, Simulink was used first to build the behavioural model. Sysgen addresses the demand for such co-simulation with highly efficient simulator interfaces and the environment ready for plugging-in third party tools. The work in this paper uses the Simulink interface feature delivered with Sysgen, which allows to link with any HDL model.

5 System specifications

The main blocks of the system are sketched in Fig. 2. First, an eight-bit ADC handles the analogue signal recorded by the sensor readout circuit. The FPGA then makes different processing on the digital data like buffering, compression and framing, and then send the data to the FSK transmitter model. Behavioural models for both transmitter/receiver have been implemented using Simulink based on the direct conversion architecture [21].

A novel logic detector has been modelled at the receiver side to recover the transmitted symbols. A second FPGA is interfaced to the output of the receiver and is responsible for processing the data inversely like de-framing and de-compressing. A detailed description of the HDL model is presented in Section 6. Sysgen interface has been used to invoke the HDL modules in the Matlab and Simulink environment.

6 FPGA description

The main blocks of the transmitter side FPGA are shown in Fig. 3. The different units of the system were coded using Verilog-HDL simulated with ModelSim SE V6.0a and implemented using ISE7.1. The final implementation was done using Spartan-3 device, as it provides the various features that solve designer’s challenge throughout the entire system. From Fig. 3, the FPGA consists of mainly a serial peripheral interface (SPI), run length encoding (RLE) compressor and high data link control (HDLC)
compressor units. The operation of the system units and the flow of data through the system are controlled by a main finite-state machine (FSM) controller. At the receiver end, the system units of the FPGA are organised as shown in Fig. 4. A data recovery unit is needed to extract the clock from the received bit stream. The HDLC de-framer and the RLE de-compressor blocks are designed to reconstruct the original data bytes sent by the transmitter. In this paper, Sections 6.1 and 6.2 mainly focuses on the behavioural modelling of both SPI and RLE compressor/de-compressor as they are crucial to the overall system performance.

6.1 SPI modelling

6.1.1 Description of the SPI protocol: SPI is a full duplex, synchronous, serial data link. A single SPI device is configured as a master and all other SPI devices on the SPI bus are configured as slaves. The SPI bus consists of four wires:

- Serial clock (SCK): SCK is driven by the SPI master and regulates the flow of data bits. The SPI specification allows a selection of clock polarity and a choice of two
fundamentally different clocking protocols on an eight-bit oriented data transfer.

- Master out slave in (MOSI): data output from the SPI master and input to the SPI slaves.
- Master in slave out (MISO): data input to the SPI master and output from the selected SPI slave. Only one selected slave device can drive data out from its MISO pin.

Slave chip select (CS): selects a particular slave via hardware control. Slave devices that are not selected do not interfere with SPI bus activities. The SCK, MOSI and MISO pins of all SPI devices on the SPI bus are connected together in parallel.

6.1.2 SPI main units: An efficient SPI unit has been modelled, as shown in Fig. 5. The MOSI signal has been omitted from the design based on the hardware requirements, where data only are transferred from the ADC to the FPGA system. The main units of the SPI are functioning as follows:

1. Clock divider unit: divides system clock by a certain factor to generate the required SPI clock frequency.
2. Data out clock synchroniser: used to generate both rising edge (dout7) and falling edge (dout16) of the ADC clock.
3. ADC enable unit: triggered on when the start_conv signal is asserted to generate the following signals:
   - Slave CS.
   - Capture signal: to capture data transfer from the ADC to SPI register after each byte transfer.
   - Increment signal: used to change the address inside the block RAM unit.
4. SPI register unit: contains the SPI serial in/parallel out register, which is enabled when the capture signal is asserted and receives input serial data through ADC_Din signal. Spiout (output) signal carries the information data bytes to the distributed block RAM unit.
5. Distributed block RAM: stores the data bytes in locations determined by the increment signal.

---

**Fig. 5** Block units of the developed SPI inside the FPGA

**Fig. 6** Verilog-HDL code sample
6.1.3 SPI Verilog coding and testing: An optimised Verilog code has been used to describe the SPI block units, since it is based only on the instantiation of the basic units that can be invoked directly from the library. This is essential in the design process to remove any complexity from the model, which makes it easy to understand and debug. In addition, unnecessary resources are not added by the synthesiser tool to the code, which leads to a power-efficient model design. An example of such code for the ADC enable unit is shown in Fig. 6.

It is necessary to mention that the above code has been written using Xilinx synthesiser tool (XST), and the work is going on to make it more generic so that it could be synthesised by other tools. The summary of the synthesised SPI device utilisation is shown in Table 1, where least number of blocks has been used in the design.

Typically, test benches have become the standard method to verify HDL designs. Test benches invoke the functional design, and then simulate it. Accordingly, an efficient testbench has been written to mimic the behaviour of the ADC and verify the operation of the SPI system units. A sample of the output waveforms are shown in Fig. 7.

6.1.4 SPI clocking: Generation of the ADC clock by the SPI system was one of the difficult tasks during the system design. The requisite is that the clock rate of the ADC should be much lower than the one obtained from the DCM. A new simple way has been used to overcome this issue based on two stages. Stage 1 is presented in Fig. 8, where the DCM clock (Clk_Div_W) has been employed to generate two lower rate clocks, dout7 and dout16, suited for the ADC operation using 16 bits shift register. These two clocks are used later to form the correct ADC clock at the next stage. As shown in Fig. 9, simple JK flip-flop is used for this purpose to extract the ADC clock (Out_JK). A waveforms sample for the three clocks (dout7, dout16 and Out_JK) is shown in Fig. 10.

6.2 RLE compressor

Data compression is effective when the measured signals are expected to be slow and repeatable. The task of this unit is crucial to the system power performance. RLE is a conceptually simple form of compression. RLE consists of the process of searching for repeated runs of a single symbol in an input stream, and replacing them by a single instance of the symbol and a run count. A simple flowchart of the RLE implementation is shown in Fig. 11.
A sample of the output simulation waveforms is shown in Fig. 12, where the three waveforms marked are the input data bytes, valid data signal which is active (high) when there is a new or not repeated data and the two bytes (input and count) output data. The HDL code for the compressor has been written as a state machine and optimised to only two states. The code also has been synthesised successfully to achieve good device utilisation. It is worth to mention that other types of compression techniques have been considered in this work, but it was found that RLE is more suitable in terms of design complexity, power resources and compression performance.

### 6.3 RLE de-compressor

To reconstruct back the compressed data bytes, a RLE de-compressor is introduced at the receiver side FPGA. Again a simple algorithm has been adopted to implement the block tasks as shown in Fig. 13.

After initialisation, the de-compressor is set in a standby mode for the embedded buffer in the de-framer to be filled. Two bytes, information and count bytes are loaded into special 16-bit register each time. The count byte determines the number of times the information byte needs to be sent to the next stage.

In Fig. 14, a sample of the output waveforms obtained from running the test bench is shown and both compressed and uncompressed output data bytes have been identified.

### 6.4 HDLC framer

This unit is considered to be the main core of the system model, where the data are grouped into frames and sent to the transmitter. HDLC protocol is a bit-oriented protocol that is used as a data link for most of the current communication systems [22]. The main features provided by this protocol are:

1. Synchronous operation;
2. Start and end of frame pattern generation;
3. Zero insertion and removal for transparent transmission; and
4. Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) generation for error handling.

#### 6.4.1 HDLC frame

The basic structure of the HDLC frame is shown in Fig. 15.

1. Start and end flags, represented by the sequence (01111110), are required for synchronous transmission.
2. Address field is used to identify the destination address at the receiver side.
3. Control field is used to classify the HDLC frames according to the link configuration type.
4. Information field contains the transported data.
5. Frame check sum (FCS) is used to detect errors by adopting CRC generation.

6.4.2 System implementation: Recently, number of models for the HDLC protocol has been developed [23–25]. The main blocks of HDLC transmitter are shown in Fig. 16. An FSM is responsible for generating all the necessary internal control signals required by the different modules. First, the controller checks if there is a valid data output from the compressor and then starts loading the bytes into FIFO memory storage. Then the data are read serially from the memory storage and sent to the CRC module to generate the frame check sequence (FCS). The bit stuffer is responsible for examining the frame content and checking every five consecutive 1s bits including FCS bits. If five consecutive 1s are detected, a 0-bit is inserted into the serial bit stream. This helps the receiver to distinguish the actual data transmitted. The start and end flags are generated at the final stage and attached to the frame. Also, the transmitter fills the gaps between the frames when the transmission is idle by sending a sequence of eight consecutive 1s.

The received frames are processed inversely by similar structure at the receiver control to recover the transmitted bytes. All the modules of both HDLC transmitter and receiver have been modelled, simulated and synthesised successfully.

7 FSK transmitter/receiver Simulink implementation

A detailed description of the simulated FSK transceiver model is given in this section.

7.1 FSK transmitter model

In Fig. 17, a simple FSK modulator is simulated and implemented using Simulink. A uniform random number generator is employed to output a random bit stream of 0 and 1s with a specific data rate. The input voltage to the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) is shifted either to +0.5 instead of 0 or 1. This is implemented to obtain an equal frequency shift for both the tones by multiplying this input value by the sensitivity of the VCO.

The power amplifier (PA) is modelled to be a nonlinear unit, since it exhibits a higher efficiency of 60% for some of the power efficient modulation techniques as the FSK [19]; that is the FSK waveforms have no abrupt phase change and exhibit a constant envelope. Thus, the FSK signals can therefore be amplified by means of nonlinear PAs with no spectral regrowth.

7.2 FSK receiver model

Direct-conversion homodyne receiver is modelled as shown in Fig. 18. The low-noise amplifier (LNA) represents the first gain stage in the receiver path and its noise figure is added directly to that of the system. A small signal nonlinearity, compression, saturation, slew rate limiting and two types of noise (white and flicker) are modelled within the (LNA) unit as shown in Fig. 19.

7.3 Symbol (logic) detector

The design of this block has a crucial effect on the system’s overall performance and its design needs to be fully understood. The main function of the unit is to recover properly
the bit symbols of the input signal using a logic system. The details of this unit in Simulink are shown in Fig. 20. Combinational logic units are used to process the incoming signals from the two quadrature channels. The output bit value is extracted at the final stage by S–R flip-flop.

7.4 Modelling channel propagation effects

The channel model is a representation of the input–output relationship of the channel in mathematical or algorithmic form. Developing the mathematical models for the propagation of the signals over a noisy transmission medium requires a good understanding of the underlying physical phenomena. One of the challenges in channel modelling is the translation of the detailed physical propagation into a form that is suitable for simulation.

The Simulink is a powerful tool that has huge advantages in being able to build realistic mathematical models. In Fig. 21, a propagation channel model for a single-path FSK signal with the two effects, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and short distance (0.5 m) path loss, is presented.

7.4.1 Inband and outband interference model: A major limiting factor in the performance of wireless RF systems is the interference. Sources of interferences include another transmitter device operating either in the same frequency or neighbouring frequency bands. The two major types of system-generated interference are co-channel (inband) and adjacent (outband) channel interference. Inband channel interference is defined as undesired signals with frequency components that fall within the receiver’s RF passband. On other hand, outband channel interference is defined as signals with frequency components that are significantly removed from the receiver’s...
RF passband. In Simulink, a simple model for system interference can be constructed by combining the output signals from a number of different FSK transmitters as shown in Fig. 22. From the figure, it is found that VCO2 and VCO3 output FSK signals with inband and outband frequencies with respect to the transmission band of VCO1.

7.4.2 Rayleigh multipath fading model: Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to describe time varying nature of the received envelope of a flat fading signal. Fig. 23 shows the implementation of a three-ray Rayleigh fading model using Simulink. Rayleigh generator unit is based on the rule that summation of two quadrature Gaussian noise signals obeys the Rayleigh distribution. The probability distribution function of Rayleigh distribution is given by the following equation

\[ p(r) = \begin{cases} \frac{r}{\sigma^2} \exp \left( -\frac{r^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) & 0 \leq r \leq \infty \\ 0 & r < 0 \end{cases} \]  

where \( \sigma \) is the r.m.s value and \( \sigma^2 \) is the time average power of the received signal before detection. The mean value \( r_{\text{mean}} \) of the Rayleigh distribution is given by

\[ r_{\text{mean}} = E(r) = \int_0^\infty rp(r) \, dr = 1.2533\sigma \]  

The variance of Rayleigh distribution \( \sigma_r^2 \), which represents the AC power in signal envelope is given by

\[ \sigma_r^2 = E(r^2) - E(r)^2 = \int_0^\infty r^2 p(r) \, dr - \left( \frac{\sigma^2 \pi}{2} \right) = 0.4292 \sigma^2 \]  

The median value or \( r \) is found by solving

\[ \frac{1}{2} = \int_0^{r_{\text{median}}} p(r) \, dr \Rightarrow r_{\text{median}} = 1.177 \sigma \]
Thus, the mean and the median of Rayleigh distribution should differ only by 0.55 dB for a fading signal. The time delay units represent the multipath delay time spreads and they typically take values up to 100 ns for outdoor propagation and between 30 and 60 ns for indoor propagation [26].

8 Conclusions

In this paper, a mixed hardware and software simulation environments have been used to model a remote short-range wireless system. Although HDL provides many high-level abstractions and language constructions for behavioural modelling, its synthesisable subset is far too restrictive for system-level design. On the other hand, Simulink environment provides a powerful high-level mathematical modelling environment for digital communication systems that can be widely used for algorithm development and verification.

The two main operations implemented by the transmitter FPGA are compression and framing. RLE has been used to compress the stored data bytes efficiently with an optimal number of states. The HDLC protocol has been used successfully for framing the data and providing error-handling mechanism to the receiver. All the FPGA modules have been verified and implemented using Xilinx Spartan-3 device. During the development of the Verilog codes, our main goal was to make all the units synthesizable.

An FSK transmitter suitable for short-range wireless communications has been implemented using Simulink. A detailed description about both transmitter and receiver units was given. Different channel propagation effects like noise, path loss, multipath fading and interference were introduced in the model. The transceiver system performance was tested under different conditions. The implemented model showed a good capability in recovering the original data at the receiver side with different transmission frequencies. The simulation running time is considered to be the main limitation of using Simulink.

Real-time simulation of both the Simulink and the Verilog-HDL models is not the motive of this work, but to build a realistic design suitable for future hardware design. The Verilog code execution has been optimised using the code coverage feature of the ModelSim. Such feature can identify the unused 'dead' code that has a high impact on the simulation acceleration time and reducing both waste as well as risk in the targeted design.
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